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About This Game

The endless darkness and the somber, long passages of a military complex have become the abode of evil, as thousands of blood-
thirsty creatures fill its offices, storehouses and mysterious laboratories.

  Your mission is simple: clear the base at all costs. You will be provided with explosives to help you gain access to the teleports
from where thousands of pitiless creatures pour. A stationary gun will aid in the defense of the area. You have been granted

access to the most advanced weapons technology money can buy. As you earn your pay, you can equip yourself with additional
weapons in the arming area and biomechanical implants that will make your fighting abilities super human.

  The alien invasion has begun, we have one chance, and that is to stop them cold in their staging area. Do not allow them escape
this facility, you are our last hope. The fate of humanity now depends on you!

About 1,000 monsters on each map, showing up to 100 monsters simultaneously on one playing screen

Many hours of game play with 10 missions and a survival mode

Full-on-action male or female character

Character upgrade facility

9 weapons of mass destruction

Red or Green blood selection
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Highly imaginative selection of enemies

Reactive music which helps to drive the action

Useful gadgets - flash lights, medkits, battle drones
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This game is one of a kind. and it does everything right but graphics... but else i really love this game and i recommend it for
everyone who loves, circuts, programming, challanging puzzler and customiziable robots this game is for you

Suggestions: multiplayer (so you can build robots and circuts with friends), a Demo so people can get a feel of the game.. ( one
of my friend want this game but is not sure to buy cause he haven't tried it ). In the beginning I was willing to cut them some
slack and defend them but after nearly 2 months my conclusion is avoid this game like a zombie creating plague (or wait until it
is F2P).. After about 40min i got stuck, the game dont really explain anything at all and i am starting to think its a bug
preventing me from going anywhere.The game also seems to start instantly with no explenation on who you are or how you got
there.
The reason i would not recommend this is however based on the lack of a save feature, the game seem to auto save when you
progress to the next chapter in the game so if it is possible to miss something then there is no way to undo the damage or any
way to finding out unless you restart every time you get stuck.. Played it for about an hour and then it started spawning two cars
piled on top of one another as a glitchy undriveable mess AND the camera stopped tracking with the car. uninstalled and
reinstalled. didn't fix it. IT's a pretty basic game to have such a big bug that made it unplayable. Pretty unsatisfying as it is not
the whole song and is missing some parts to make it shorter i hope that they add finale in the next one. Of Guards and Thieves is
a competitive multiplayer stealth game, and you don't really see a lot of those around. Plenty of cooperative stealth but rarely
does a game put you against other players. In fact, the best comparison is the \u201cSpies vs Mercs\u201d mode on Splinter
Cell: Blacklist. Basically, if you liked that mode but found it to be too severe on the Call of Duty spectrum of gaming, then I
have news for you!

OGAT is the same idea but in a more indie\/flash game type style. Makes sense, as many people who play it through Kongregate
and aren\u2019t even aware it\u2019s on Steam.

The core mechanics are simple; The Guards tend to be better equipped with more health and assault weapons. The thieves have
crossbows and silenced weapons, less health, but one major advantage; Night vision. They must navigate all the maps and turn
off the lights while they steal a specific item that only they know about. The guards can find and patrol the multiple items but
are not aware of which one it is, giving the less-equipped thieves a tactical advantage. Distraction is a major gameplay element
here.

There are also other modes to mix this up, including a Team Deathmatch, Capture the Flag, Bomb Defusal, and more.
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If I had to find a criticism, well... There\u2019s two. They both overlap slightly.

The first is that the playerbase is incredibly small, usually peaking at 200 people and going down to 40-60 in off hours. While
this is a fine core for the main game mode, I have found it very difficult to explore other game modes such as CTF, or that extra
large map where you explore and loot (and what ever happened to Slender?!) I pretty much see 0\/10 on all servers unless
it\u2019s private or just on a different gametype.

Due to the small base of players, there\u2019s no matchmaking and games don\u2019t always autoshuffle so sometimes it can
feel like a team is outclassing another. If it does shuffle, there may be a couple of particularly experienced players crushing
everyone who just downloaded and are giving it a try. I'm not the worst player but I have on a few occasions found myself in an
endless loop of failure because one enemy was just crushing it. I have some friends who can barely play it for more than twenty
minutes at a time and it\u2019s a shame.

The flip side of this; There's no equipment or pay2win system here. If you play enough you can eventually learn the maps,
figure out decent hiding patterns, and perform better yourself.
(Protip: Guards can turn off their flashlights and hide in bushes themselves, which is hard to see even with night vision). That
kind of thing.

Regardless, It\u2019s a great, small game with a fair amount of replayability. The matches are quick and bite-sized, and you can
usually get several games in just twenty minutes or so.. Simple, yet a very enjoyable game! And the best of all is that the dev
actually cares about people's thoughts and work in order to improve it!. Game stops running properly on mission 15 after the
ground breaks away, cant place any defensive turrets. Would be a great game if this was fixed!!
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Meh. Gunplay is okay, locomotion is alright, graphics aren't very good and the gameplay is just decent at best. If it was one of
my first VR experiences it might have been fun.. but at this point there are just SO much better options out there. After playing
a game like Robo Recall on Oculus, this game is just absoluetly boring and bland. And Robo Recall was free..

For $30 I would say absoluetly don't purchase it, that's asking way too much. I bought the game for $20 on sale and I'm asking
for a refund. Maybe $10 if you have nothing better to play.. but this game is just bland and doesn't deserve the price tag.

Also.. I usually don't get VR sickness, but I felt very sick playing this game within 10 minutes.. Probably got game of the year
like 24.5 years in a row or something. If you want a harder fortrix, thats the way you could go

This game is way less fanservicey than the other ones audiovise
Its also casual and fun once you are totaly bored and have nothing to do

7 carddrops - since they are anime arround 13-17ct each.. thats most of the buyprice on the current sale
Couldnt rly complain about that

Pro:
- Easy achievements
- Being able to lower difficulty to a babymode every small child could beat (kappa)
- Simply casual game
- steep difficulty
- "fanservice" for those that rly wanna have this its a plus
- cheap
- Many carddrops and no cheap ones either
- Music is quite okay

Con:
- 1,5-2hrs playtime if you rush
- No real replayability (mahjong\/poker at least had)
- The backgrounds often make barely any sense.. walking arround in a bikini at a tanabata event... rly?

75\/100 pretty solid overall
Price is okay for what you can get. Quality game similar to risk. Instructions very clear cut and simple to understand. If you are
looking for a complex grand strategy then turn your head, but if you want some quick, fun arcade strategy then here you go. I'm
pretty hard to impress when it comes to horror games, but I really like this one. The creator did a great job of pulling the player
into the game, which is something a lot of horror games fail to do. The puzzles are clever and satisfying to solve and don't rely
on cheap clues like conveniently placed notes with the code written on it. The only downside is the translation isn't great, but
considering the game was made by only one person I can forgive that.. Avoid. Do not buy. The game should still be in early
access. Quest system is garbage. Building on your land is unintuitive and the 'hints' cover up buttons you're trying to click on.
Nothing has an explanation, at all! Do scarecrow even have a use? No one knows. Not even Google knows. The fishing is a total
ripoff of stardew, and as far as I know there's only 1 type of fish. The combat is so bad it's beyond being funny and is just total
trash. You can only romance 2 people. This game is empty, heartless, soulless. Any of the competition would be a better choice.
Get My time at Portia, or Stardew Valley. If you own those, look elsewhere or find an early access game to follow.. Lacks any
incentive to replay the game, there are better games.. This game is classic. Found myself laughing and laughing each time I did
something stupid and random. I still remember playing the originals and brings back memories even in real life where I made
similar choices. Be prepaid for MisAdventures!!. I have no strong feelings one way or the other

Some Info in the Discussion forums!:
Hi all,

I've noticed that there have been more than a few wishlists in the short time this game's Coming Soon page has been available on
Steam. For more information about the game, feel free to check out the Discussion forums. There are a few threads that shed
light on some of the mechanics of the game.

Of course, feel free to contribute! The game is still in development, so I'm more than happy to take suggestions and answer
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questions about the game!

Thanks for the interest!. Portraits:
Hi all,

Some issues with the help text have been addressed, as well as some minor changes that hopefully improve the user experience.
I've also added portraits into the game for officers and pilots. This adds literally nothing to the game except for kind of looking
cool. I'll add more variation as I go, but for now at least it's functional.

Bugfixes/Changes:

Portraits have been added for officers and pilots.

Some typos and grammar issues in the help text have been fixed.

Section about officers has been added to the help text.

Watch Duty is now possible in blockhouses.

Structures built in houses and forests are now partially visible.

Weather conditions now affect artillery. Number of squares hit within an artillery unit's attack range is now reduced in
adverse weather conditions.
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Artillery now actively avoids tiles which would be unfeasible to stop in, such as dugouts and houses.

Bug in which two-tile sized houses were not properly providing cover over both tiles is now fixed.

Units will no longer be able to stop in tiles if they are over the crowding limit. I'm hoping this addresses some concerns
with regard to the feasibility of having hundreds of men crammed into a single tile by forcing players (and the AI) to be
a bit more proactive in building comprehensive trench networks.

Thanks for playing!. Saving is in!:
Hi all,

By popular request, I've gotten Save/Load into the game. Give it a try and let me know if there are any issues with it. I've tested
it thoroughly, but it was a lot more difficult to implement than I thought it would be. There's a bit of a lag when loading games,
but as far as I can tell it's working fine. Note that Autosave does NOT work yet, and won't until I'm certain regular saving works
perfectly.

Changelist:

Save/Load

Order of Battle tree now shows unit action, so you can see a rough overview of what everyone is doing.

'X' button on unit action menu has been enlarged

The ESC button can now be used to deselect all selected units. The pause menu will only appear once all units are
deselected.

Bugfixes:

Small bug where game would revert to full screen when returning to main menu if full screen had been disabled.

Numbers on HQ screen, such as casualty figures, etc, are now updated and shown properly.

Spacebar can now be used to play/pause the game timer. This was doable before, but there was no delay to prevent the
button from flipping on and off rapidly.

Assigning a Supply unit to supply an area now deselects the unit properly (so that other units can be drag-selected).
Previously, drag-selecting units after using "Supply Area" would cause the Supply unit to move up.

Thanks for playing!. Hotfix 7:
Hi all,

Due to feedback, I've released another relatively minor hotfix.

Bugfixes/Changes:

Hotkeys for game speed (Spacebar, +/-) now work properly and don't need you to explicitly click on the game map for
them to work. Previously, the game UI overlays would override the hotkeys and accidentally click or select buttons.

Units can now switch interchangeably between the original naming convention and the new one I introduced this
weekend. This can be toggled from the Order of Battle screen.
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Fixed a relatively rare crash bug that would creep up if the game ran long enough, into 1916 and beyond.

I'm still working on getting Help text into the game, accessible from the pause menu. Let me know if there's anything that needs
more explaining and I'll make sure it gets in right away.

Thanks for playing!. Scheduling:
Hi all,

I've added a new sub-screen at the top of the screen alongside the Aerodrome button. This screen lets you schedule construction
orders and artillery bombardments in advance, with the option of limiting them to a certain time. So, for instance, you can make
units set wire only at night, and have them repeat it every night.
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The screen gets populated with the units you currently have selected. In addition, I've also added another button at the top-right
of the screen, which allows you to quickly manage and view existing orders. Hope this helps make the game a little easier to
manage.
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Changelist:

New Schedule screen which allows you to manage scheduled orders.

Added orders pop-up button at the top right of the screen.

Bugfixes:
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Fixed Pilot experience bug, where it would remain as Inexperienced despite hitting 100%.

Pilots now withdraw properly and re-appear on the pilot list. Previously, they would mysteriously disappear.

Fixed a bug in which drag-selecting units would only select one unit from each tile.

Thanks for playing!. Early Access Release!:
Hi all,

Thanks so much for the interest in the game and your patience in recent weeks as I got this 1.0 Early Access version ready for
release. I've worked hard on the game, and I hope it comes close to living up to your expectations for it.

Feel free to give the game a try and throw out suggestions! I've already implemented a few of them, and the whole point of
Early Access is to take feedback anyways, so I'm open to anything.

I'll be putting up a detailed list of intended features in the forum soon, just to provide more visibility and accountability into the
development process, so stay tuned!. Hotfix 2:
Hi all,

The air combat changes from the last update broke all the tutorials, so I've released a patch that fixes them all. Sorry for the
trouble.

I've also made a few more changes to pathfinding, which should hopefully help the game run a little smoother late-game.

Thanks for playing!. Hospitals:
Hi all,

Some more updates this week!

Bugfixes/Changes:

Field Hospitals
Field Hospitals can be built by Medical units, and serve as automatic treatment areas for Medical units that pick up
wounded men via the Find Wounded order. Units being treated in field hospitals are treated faster, and convalescents
return only to units in range. This replaces the existing system in which convalescents trickle back randomly to units
along the front, which allows you to prioritize units that need to be reinforced.
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Performing Wiring, Trench or Comm. Trench actions now activates a separate Build Mode, which allows you to chop
and change the lines you draw. This is in response to complaints about the inability to fix mistakes.

Buildings no longer appear underground.

I've made a couple of optimizations to the AI's unit rotation functions, which should prevent the game from slowing
down so much when enemy units rotate lines.

Saving the game now saves terrain properly.

Thanks for playing!. New Buttons:
Hi all,

Hope you're all having a good weekend. I've taken into account some of your suggestions and added a few more quality of life
improvements:

The top right corner of the screen now contains some extra buttons which help highlight things such as which units need
supplies or medical attention.
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Players can now choose to only show units of certain types ie. only Rifle units, or only Machine Gun units, etc.

Turning off Fog of War is now an option. This can only be done from the Main Menu when starting a new game, not
from the Pause menu.

Hope this extra information is helpful!
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